Abstract
Self-organised patch formation is a process whereby large-scale ordered spatial patterns emerge which the term is used (Townsend 1989) ) is that patches are areas characterised by values of a 52 parameter of interest that are relatively high or low compared to the mean value across the whole 53 area being studied. As such, patches tend to be viewed in two ways. Firstly, in synoptic scale 54 studies, they are identified as the lower limit of structural detail, for example where a landscape is 55 characterised in terms of the size and shape statistics of patches of a certain kind of habitat (e.g. Secondly, in studies executed via point measurements, they are identified as the upper limit of 58 contextual structure, for example where comparisons are made between measurements within and 59 outside of patches. Thus, a patch has a finite spatial extent (distinguishing it from a "point") but is 60 smaller than the entire study area. 
Examples of macrophyte patches in aquatic environments

63
In some cases, macrophyte patches are easily and rather unambiguously defined, whereas in many 64 other situations, especially in aquatic habitats, the delineation of patches is less straightforward 65 (Kolasa 2014). For example: plant patches identified in aquatic environments can be categorised 66 into four groups. In the first category, plant patches are easily recognised (Figure 1a ). These consist 67 of a single species at a relatively high density within patches whose edges are sharp. This category We illustrate the issues that may cause problems or ambiguities in relation to this characteristic of To address this issue, we now provide a practical guideline for defining and delineating patches.
154
We first identify relevant scales that contextualise our definition. At the upper end, the "domain" is not the case, we would not define the observed distribution to be patchy, but as being made up 166 of isolated individual elements.
168
We define the patch scale to be smaller than the domain scale, but larger than the individual 169 element scale and measurement scales. Thus, patches are distinguished from both individual 170 elements and phenomena that are homogeneous at the domain scale. We illustrate our method for 171 delineating a patch using a simple example (Figure 2) . We first identify a point where the variable 172 under consideration has a local maximum, and thus is unequivocally located inside the patch. We The patch characteristics that have been defined so far are appropriate for individual patches. "hydrodynamic patch-matrix" or "a matrix of hydrodynamic patches". We must distinguish (e.g. influence between the hydrodynamic wakes made it impossible to define isolated hydrodynamic 257 patches, hence they moved first to the situation in Figure 3c , and ultimately to that in Figure 3b . In conclusion: we provided a relatively rigid method to approach the identification and delineation 317 of patches and patch-matrices, which also serves as a platform for consistency across studies. We 
